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BA developed a market assessment of the North American waterworks
market for a large distributor to pursue growth opportunities
Client Background


The client is a leading distributor of waterworks and construction material in the US



The client wanted to double its business and operating margins from its existing levels in next five years



The client engaged BA to identify areas for expansion in current business and potential new growth opportunities given current
capabilities and resources

Key Highlights


The study entailed an analysis of multiple end-use industries for waterworks products and services, primarily municipal and industrial



BA provided a detailed assessment of the client’s current businesses and a realistic assessment of the opportunities for growth



In addition, BA identified potential new market opportunities to enter which could enable client to double its EBITDA

Key Business Questions
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What is the potential growth
opportunity available in
current businesses?
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Which are the attractive
adjacencies which could be
entered to expand the business?

1

What would be the potential
EBITDA and revenue given
future plans?

The market was defined with estimates for market size as per
client requirements
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What would be the potential
EBITDA and revenue given
future plans?

BA segmented the market and
end-use industries in order to
identify and isolate those areas of
greatest interest to our client.
Illustrative

Via extensive secondary and
primary research BA sized the
relevant market as per the
end-use industries.
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Future market growth was projected using a number of different
statistical tools and techniques
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Data sanitized

Given lack of reliable projections, BA
used appropriate methodologies and
statistical tools to project the future
growth of current businesses.
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An exhaustive list of adjacencies was identified and profiled a
potential market entry opportunities
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BA profiled the potential opportunities
in terms of size, growth, potential
competitors and channel partners.
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Data sanitized
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Adjacencies were further evaluated based on client capabilities and
relative attractiveness
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The relative attractiveness of each
opportunities was determined to
shortlist and prioritize segments.

Illustrative

Potential opportunities were further
evaluated based on current capabilities
of client and key success factors.
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In addition, BA built an Excel model to project potential revenue
and EBITDA
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In addition, BA conducted a workshop with the
client’s strategy team to further evaluate
opportunities. BA developed a user defined dynamic
market model to facilitate the brainstorming.

Illustrative
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BA estimated the potential revenue and
EBITDA of the different options.
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For more information, please contact us at:
contact@bostonanalytics.com
+1- 617-415-1691
www.bostonanalytics.com
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